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Abstract

The Argonne National Laboratory ATLAS (Argonne
Tandem Linac Accelerator System) began operations in
the early 1960’swith a single electrostatic tandemVan de
Graff accelerator. Today the facility has 3 separate ion
source injectors, and a linear accelemtor system
containing 64 superconductingresomtors. Similar to the
advances the acceleratorhas made over the years in its
abtity to accelerate charged atoms; the accelerator’s
control system has likewise advanced from
potentiometers, meters, dials, switches, and indicator
lamps to a ml-time process control system. The”
foundation of the real-time portion of the control system
is Vista’sVsystem [1] control software, which interfaces
to a CAMAC (ComputerAutomated MeasurementAnd
Control) Serial Highway. The CAMAC subsystem
provides the link between the computer systems and the
acceleratorcomponents.Oracle Rdb [2] and Paradox [3]
database software provide the capability for archiving
accelemtortune information.The focus of this paper is on
ATLAS’sPC database software.This software is used to
retrieve and archive accelemtor tune conilgumtions, and
to reload acceleratorcomponentsfor new experiments.

1 TUNE ARCHIVING PURPOSE

The ATLAS accelerator-tunearchiving system serves
several purposes. The archivingsystem storesaccelemtor
operating parameters on an automated 4-hour schedule.
Intermediatereadingscan also be archived on this system
at the request of an operator. The storage of data in this
manner providesa means for tracking the performanceof
an ongoing experimen~ It also provides a flexiblebackup
procedurefor restoringacceleratorconfigumtionvalues to
the control system’s real-time database should the real-
time databaseneedresetting.
The most common use of the tune archiving system is

for accurately and expe&ently configuring accelemtor
components for the start of a new experimen~ The
ATLAS facility is a low-energy, heavy-ion accelerator
providing beamsof all elementsranging from hydrogento
uranium. Beam changes between isotopes or elements
routinely occur two to three times a week

Recotilguration of acceleratorcomponentsfor the start of
a new experiment is often accomplished by scaling
component values of a previously archived experiment
according to the charge states energies and mass
requirements of the new experiment. The new scaled
values are then loaded into the real-time process control
system’s database. The ATLAS accelerator tune
archiving system has become an integral part of the
accelerator’soperatingcon&olsystem.

2 ARCHIVING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The ATLAS accelerator tune archiving system consists
of three software products Vista’s Vsystem real-time
control softsvare, Oracle Rdb, and Cords Paradox
relationaldatabasesoftware. Vsystemand OmcleRdb are
installed on a Compaq~phaServer [4] computer running
the OpenVMSoperatingsystem.The Paradox softwareis
installed on a control room PC running the Windows NT
Workstationoperating system. The AlphaServerand the
control room PC communicatevia the TCIYIPprotocolon
an Ethernet local ama network (LAN).From workstations
that am located throughout the accelerator fkility,
operators interact with Vsystem for the purpose of real-
time controland readbackof accelemtordevices.Vsystczn
transmits information to accelerator devices through a
CAMACserialhighway.
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Figure 1: AtlasControlSystem
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
byan agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and op[nions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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3 ARCHIVINGMETHODOLOGY

3.1 Vsystem Real-Time Database

An in-housewrittenprocess that is part of the Vsystem
control systemsoftwarecontinuouslyscansVsystem’s
real-timedatabase,and writescritical valuesto the Oracle
Rdb databasefiles. There am other in-housewritten
processesthat retrievedata tlom the OracleRdb tables
accordingto the functionthey are performingon the
acceleratorcontrol system.In the case of stardng up a
new accelemtorexperimen4an operatorcan initiatean in-
house writtenprocessin Vsystem to retrievea scaled
archivedtune from tables in the OracleRdb database.

3.2 Oracle Rdb Static Database

The Oracle Rdb database is mainly used for two
purposes. Originally,the OracleRdb tables were setup to
store informationabout the accelemtor that changed very
seldom. An exampleof this is faraday cup controlchassis
terminal identificationnumbers. With the later addition
of the Pamdox data archiving applicatio~ some of the
Oracle Rdb tables began to also serve as an intermediate’
storage location for the transfer of data horn and to
Vsystem and Paradox.There are no in-house applications
written for the Oracle Rdb relational database
management system. That is, the Oracle Rdb tables am
static until openedand written to by Vsystemor Paradox.

3.3 Para&x Relational Database

The Paradox application retrieves current accelemtor
tune data from the Oracle Rdb tables on an automated
schedule using an Omcle ODBC (Open DataBase
Comectivity) driver. The Paradox application writes a
scaled archived tune back to the Oracle Rdb tables when
requested to do so by an operator.
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Figure 2 ATLASAcceleratorTune ArchivingSystem

4 ATLAS LOGBOOKS APPLICATION

The Pamdox data archiving application was developed
by ATLAS personnel, and is called ATLAS Logbooks.

ATLAS Logbooks has been in use since 1994. This
application curnmtly is written in Paradox for Windows
version 8, and is installed on a control room PC in an un-
editable runtime version. ATLAS Logbooks is a stand-
alone application in that the runtime fdes (tables, forms,
reports,and user writtenpmcedumsand queries)all reside
on one PC, and the application is not set up as a
client/semer type databaseapplication. The development
work for ATLAS Logbooks is performed on another PC
that has the fill version of Paradox installed on i~
ObjectPalTMis the integrated programming language for
Paradox.
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Figure 3: ATLASLogbooksUser InterfaceHome Page

The operator interface to ATLAS Logbooks is through
forms that contain navigation buttons and customized
menu bars that give it the look and feel very much like
that of a web browser viewing Internet web sites. From
these forms an operatorcan view the operatingconditions
of various parts of the accelerator. As a user navigates
horn page to page to view different sections of the
accelemtor, the application follows the beam path
according to which target area and ion source were used
in the selected expeximen~ Information that can be
displayed for the current accelerator experiment or a
previousexperimentincludes:
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Experiment number, date and time, beam charge
states, energies,atomicmass, and atomicnumber
Ion Sourcedevicevalues
TandemTank parameters
Resonator input and output energies, amplitudes

LEGE:I!:[::Dand phases
Magnetcurrentsand gauss readings
Solenoidcurrents
Steerercurrents Nov o82UII
Quadruple currents
Slit positions UsTl
Stepper Motor device names, positions, and
descriptions
Cryogenic information such as liquid nitrogen and
liquidhelium temperatures pressuresand levels
BeamTime of Arrivalvalues for each section of the
accelemtor
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● BeamTme of Flight values
● A list of predefmed reference tunes and their

correspondingbeamparameters
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Figure 4 TypicalBeamlineUser Interfhce

5 ATLAS LOGBOOKS TOOLS

In addition to providinga means for viewing the current
accelemtor operating conditions and archived operating
&@ ATLAS Logbooks has several tools available for
scaling, editing, and reloadingarchived data into the real-
time process control system database. Briefly state~
these tools are

s Archive Accelerator Configuration Data
At the request of an operator, current accelerator
configuration data is retrieved from the Oracle Rdb
tables. This data is cataloged ~ccording to
experimentnumber,dateand tie.

m Change Experiment

This option allows a user to search archived
experiments according to tie experiment’s number,
date, atomic number, atomic mass, accelemtor
injector, and target area. From this list the user can
select which experiment is to be displayed in the
ATLASLogbooksforms.

s Calculate a Beandine Tune
In the case where no prior archived tunes are
applicable for Ioadmga new experiment this tool is
used to calculatebeamlinedevice load values. The
beamline is divided into sections where the rigidity is
constan~ Hem,beamrigidity is &fmed x

~ (Particle Mass * Particle Energy)

Rigidity =
Particle Charge State

The beamline device load values are calculatedhorn
user input values for the above variables and a

predefine constant for each specificbeamlinedevice
as follows

Beandine Device bad Value =
Calculated Rigidity * Beandine Device Constant

Beamline devices that are loaded include magnes
quadruples, and steerers. The operator can choose
to load any number of sections of the beamline into
the real-timeportion of the control system.

■ Load a CompIete Tune

With this too~ beamline devices, resonators and
solenoids are scaled from an archivedexperimentand
then loaded into the OracleRdb tables. The opemtor
can choose to load a subsectionof the accelerator,or
the entireaccelerator.

Beamline device scale factors are calculated
sepamtely for each section of the accelemtor where
rigidity is constan~ The scale factors for beamline
devicesare calculatedfroru

iVewRigidi~
Beamline Scale Factor =

Archived Rigidity

The new beamlinedevicevalue is obtainedfrom

NewBeandine Device VaIue =
Archived Device Control Value *Beamline Scale Facror

Resonators and solenoids are scaled according to
constant beam particle velocity criteria. The
resulting scale factorequationsare:

Archived Charge to Mass Rorio
Resonator Scale Factor =

New Charge to Mass Ratio

New ResonalorAmplitude =
Archived ResonatorAmplitude *Resonator Scale Factor

Archived Charge to Mass Ratio
Solenoid ScaIe Factor =

New Charge to Mass Ratio

New Solenoid Load Value =
Archived Solenoid Control Value *Solenoid Scale Factor

Control of a resomtor is dependent upon both its
accelemting field amplitude and phase angle. Since
the velocity in the acceleratoris constant between the
archivedconfigumtionand the desired contlgumtiom
the archived resonator phase angles are loaded
unchangedinto an OmcleRdb table.
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Load a Beandine Tune
The beamline device control values from a previous
experiment are scaled to new experiment conditions
using the same bearnlinescale factor defined above
for Load a CompleteTune. Any number of sections
of the acceleratormaybe selected for loading.

Load a Resomtor Tune
The resonators for one or more selected sections of
the accelerator are scaled and loa&d into the
corresponding Oracle Rdb table. The sctimg
equations are the same as that shown above for Load
a CompleteTune.

Load a SoIenoid Tune
The solenoidsfor one or more selected sectionsof the
accelemtor are scaled and loaded into the
corresponding OracIe Rdb table. The scaling
equationsare the same as that shown above for Load
a CompleteTune.

Perform an Endtune
A sepamte list of archived contignrations that
specifkxdly contains experiments run at the
maximum possible resonator energy gains is”
maintained. The archivedexperiments in this list are
called “endttmes”. An operator can request a new
endtune be added to this list at any time. When this
request is made, ATLAS Logbooks retrieves the
currentaccelemtorconfigurationdata from the Oracle
Rdb tables. The data in the endtune list can be used
for scalingfutureexperiments.

Edit an Endtnne
This tool allows an operator to make editing changes
to the data storedin archivedendtunes.

Edit Stepper Motor Devices Positions and Labels
A user interface is provided to allow editing of
predefine stepper motor device positions (in the
beampath) and corresponding identiilcation labels.
Examples of stepper motor devices are emittance
slits, stripping foils, detectors, and attenuators. The
new values are written to the corresponding Oracle
Rdb table.

Calibrate Stepper Motors
Here, the calibration constants for controlling a
stepper motor device can be edited. The new values
are written to the corresponding Oracle Rdb table.
Whenever the Vsystemstepper motor controlprocess
is used by an operator, the process retrieves stepper
motor data from the OracleRdb table.

Print Readings
Print options include a complete report (resonators,
solenoids, beamline devices, etc.) for the selected
experiment. A report can also be printed for a
subcategoryof the accelerator(e.g. cryogenics).
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Figure5: Load a CompleteTune Form

6 FUTURE PLANS

As with any databaseapplication maintenance work on
ATLAS Logbooks is an on-going process in itself. Such
short-term maintenance projects include the addition of
new user calculation tools the addition of new and
revised data fields from the Vsystem real-time database,
the improvement of the ease of user interface, and the
improvement of report format and content. Another
short-term project is to upgrade ATLAS Logbooks to
Paradoxversion9.
A desirtxl but as of yet indefinite, long-tam projectis to

convert the Pamdox ATLAS Logbooks application to an
Internet browser-based user interface. In addition, the
database platform would be changed to a clientkwrver
relational database management system. This type of
databasearchitecturewould facilitate easy deploymentof
the application to multiple users while maintaining a
centralizeddatabasewarehouse.
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